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• Associate Professor in Systems Engineering 
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What is Tech Mining

• Tech mining is the application of content 
analytic methods to the study of science, 
technology and innovation



What is Content Analysis

• Content analysis is the analytical treatment of 
content

• Content meaning text, graphics, video and 
audio

• Analysis meaning detailed, objective, 
reproducible method



Content Analysis in the Modern Era

• Prior to the internet, content analysis needed 
to be performed by hand

• Given the advent of vast amounts of machine 
readable text, we can automate our analytic 
procedures

• As time progresses, ever more text is being 
produced



Vannevar Bush’s the Memex, 1945



What Kind of Content for STI?

• To date, we’ve primarily been investigating 
content in the form of text

• There are two major sources of STI Content
– Structured texts, and in particular scientific 

publications and technology patents
– Unstructured texts, including social media 

and web pages



What Kinds of Research Questions?

• Using publications and patents we can 
– Investigate dynamics in STI
– Investigate content in STI
– Investigate proximity in STI



The Varied Nature of Proximity

• Proximity involves distances
• Proximity involves geography, regions and 

borders
• Proximity involves capabilities
• Proximity involves social, organizational and 

institutional factors as well 



The Research Approach

• Gets even more exciting when you combine 
these things
– Dynamics + Content
– Dynamics + Proximity
– Content + Proximity



Who Else is Interested in Tech Mining?

• Academic researchers and publishers, serving 
a professional development need

• Government agencies and non-governmental 
organizations, evaluation and indicators

• Private sector organizations, coordination, 
technological maturity, competitive 
intelligence



What Are its Limitations?

• Output, not input indicators
• Partial, incomplete indicator. 
• Early stages of tech maturity.
• Primarily retrospective





What Are Your Alternatives?

• The clear alternative method is to seek expert 
opinion.

• Use tech mining to get the bigger contextual 
picture

• Talk to experts for the deeper, detailed, 
internally valid details

• The two approaches are quite complementary 



INTELLIGENCE



The Basis of Tech Mining

• What is a Scientific Paper?
• What is a Patent?



A Scientific Paper Is

• A single, integral unit of scientific content
• Which is published in a scientific journal
• And is reviewed by an anonymous committee 

of scientific peers and deemed worth 
publishing 





Other Units of Scientific Content

• Conference Papers
• Book Reviews
• Editorials 
• Books
• Book Chapters



What Is a Scientific Journal? 

• A group of papers published periodically
• Journals vary in their homogeneity of content
• Journals vary in their academic prestige
• Journals are mixed media, hard copy and 

electronic
• Many journals have a mixed mode of 

operation with both academic editors, as well 
as corporate publishers



Why Publish at All?

• Scientific publishing is part of the open ethos 
of academic scientific research

• Citation is part of the gift economy of science
• Most papers are authored by academics, from 

a relatively select group of research 
universities

• Further, most scientific researchers publish 
very few articles



Sociology of Science

• The publication and disciplinary life-cycle 
operates very differently by field

• This limits our ability to generalize across 
fields to disciplines as a whole

• Reasons are not very well-understood, but are 
loosely described as “sociology”



Sociological Differences

• Nature of contributions
• Volume of contributions
• Aging of the literature
• Citation culture

• Publication outlets
• Cognitive differences
• Number of researchers
• Collaborative 

differences



Databases of Science

• Large silos of knowledge produced and for 
whom access is sold by leading publishers 

• These silos contain an fraction of the world’s 
scientific literature; an elite group of flagship 
journals included 

• Scientific articles are abstracted, with various 
value-added features included, as a business 
model



Open Publication

• There is a move to more open publishing 
models

• Move from pay to access to pay to publish
• Academics say “we do the work”
• Publishers say “not so easy”
• Research funders say “why pay twice?”
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What is a Patent?

• A patent is an exclusive but temporary right to 
develop and sell a technology

• Patents are awarded by individual nations
which may vary in their criteria for awarding a 
patent



Why Patent at All?

• Inventors often as a term of employment
• Inventors may also be entrepreneurs
• Assignees are granted the rights of the patent 

by the inventors
• Governments have a mixed interest in 

competition and also innovation
• Assignees (often companies) have an interest 

in protecting assets and appropriating the 
benefits of research



Anatomy of a Patent Record
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Databases of Patents

• Derwent Patent Index
• Espacenet
• Global Patent Index, European Patent Office



Fields to Questions
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Querying the Database

• You need to select a subset of abstracts or 
records for analysis

• This involves designing and validating an 
appropriate Boolean query 

• A good query has good recall (“all the good 
records”) as well as good precision (“and only 
the good records”)



Tabulating

• Next steps
• Now that you have all this data at your finger 

tips
• Easy to automatically generate a variety of 

simple reports
– Articles per year
– Most published authors
– Most patented assignees 



Pre-processing

• Remove stop words, common words like a, 
and, the, of

• Stemming and lemmatization – converting 
closely related words to a single common 
format

• Find and count elements of content – words, 
keywords, phrases



Indexing Content



DESIGN



Design, and its Challenges

• Tech mining can be a creative process
• Matching the data to the analysis to the real-

world advisory needs of decision-makers a 
design problem

• However we face two analytic challenges



STRUCTURE + NOISE



Challenge #1: Analytical Structure

• The most useful statistical techniques for tech 
mining are less often taught in graduate 
schools

• This is because historically our toolboxes have 
been built for specific purposes – often 
biometry or manufacturing

• So I’ll talk about five analytic techniques about 
which we need to know more



Cluster Analysis



Factor Analysis





Network Analysis



Tree Analysis



Trend Analyses



Challenge #2: The Noise



Cluster Factor Network Tree Trend

Content  
Dynamics 
Proximity  



Learning New Techniques

• Learning this quite a challenge
• State-of-the-art statistical techniques at your 

finger-tips
• Learn by doing!
• Prioritize according to need
• Really good MOOCs available



CHOICE



Supporting Strategic Choices

• Medium-sized interdisciplinary research 
centre (105 FTE)

• Significant knowledge base (700+ WOS 
articles)

• Infrastructure Policy and Management
• Government-mandated self-assessment
• University-wide strategic reassessment



Process Considerations

• Communicating with Dean and Rector
• Working with a short-list of international 

professors and peers in an interactive 
workshop

• Working with senior and junior academics
• Self-promoting, critical and analytic
• Research day activities for departments
• Round tables, breakouts for next steps



Journal Name Quartile 
COMPUTER AIDED CHEMICAL ENGINEERING Q1 
DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE Q1 
ENERGY POLICY Q1/Q2 
ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING B PLANNING DESIGN Q3 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF TRANSPORT AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
RESEARCH 

Q3 

EUROPEAN PLANNING STUDIES Q4 
FUTURES Q2 
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION QUARTERLY Q1 
GROUP DECISION AND NEGOTIATION Q2/Q3 
JOURNAL OF CLEANER PRODUCTION  Q1 
JOURNAL OF TRANSPORT GEOGRAPHY  Q1 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION  Q2 
SAFETY SCIENCE Q2 
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING ETHICS Q1/Q2 
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING AND SOCIAL CHANGE Q1 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY Q1 
TRANSPORT REVIEWS Q1 
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AND TECHNOLOGY Q4 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PART A POLICY AND PRACTICE  Q1 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH RECORD  Q3/Q4 

 



Domestic and International Context

Domestic and International Peers



Comparative Impact of Work



Content Analysis and Segmentation

• 50k papers from leading TBM journals analysed
• Clustered using k-means algorithm into 5k clusters
• Further decomposed into 8 super-clusters for interpretation
• Visualized using the t-SNE algorithm (van der Maaten, 2004)



Science Maps

F2. Average age of clusters F3. Average citations per cluster. Scale modified to clarify 
differences in citation. 



Absolute and Relative Publication

EN TR IS IN RI VARE FU



IMPLEMENTATION



Implementation Choices

• Proprietary Packages 
• Scientific Computing and Statistical Packages
• Open Source Software and Scripting

• Tech Mining is a pragmatic field!



Proprietary Scientific Computing Open Source

Advantages • Standardized
• Supports range 

of skill
• Easier to 

maintain

• Innovative • Affordable
• Innovative
• Easier to customize
• Internet native

Disadvantages • Costly
• Slower
• Lags behind in 

features

• No text handling
• Skill intensive
• Memory intensive

• Time intensive
• Skill intensive



Python

• Widely used
• High-level
• General purpose
• Scripting 
• First appeared in 1991; 23 years ago



Downloading Python



IDLE: Programming in Python



Expanded Python Capabilities

• Many extended capabilities added to Python 
by third party developers

• Text Processing, Reporting, Scientific 
Computing, Visualization

• iPython notebook



iPython Notebook





New Book, Momentum Press



Example Scripts





Python Word Cloud Example

Package: wordcloud
https://github.com/amueller



Python Network Analysis Example

Package: NetworkX



Python Choropleth Example

Package: csv
flowingdata.com



Python Arcs and Globes

Package: d3py
github.com/dwtkns



Conclusions

Email: s.cunningham@tudelft.nl
Twitter: @DelftScott

mailto:s.cunningham@tudelft.nl
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